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workingwhat’s
technology-enhanced  
benefits education

From traditional in-person benefit consultations 
for near-retirees to the newest tool—a mobile 
app—the New York State Teachers’ Retirement 

System (NYSTRS) continually adds to and tries to 
enhance the ways it reaches its 430,000 participants.

Leaders say technology helps the $108 billion 
pension fund provide excellent service to members 
while also saving money and time and increasing ef-
ficiency.

“Our goal is to provide that exceptional cus-
tomer service across all those personal in-
teractions,” said Ed Rezny, manager of the  
NYSTRS Information and Communication Center 
(ICC). The fund created the ICC in 2003, consoli-
dating responsibility for most of the direct member 
interaction into one department.

NYSTRS members already had alternatives to 
visiting the fund’s Albany, New York headquarters, 
including using a toll-free number and e-mail to 
contact the fund. Staff members traveled to sites 
around the state for in-person benefit consultations 
with teachers nearing retirement, and video benefit 
consultations became available in 1995. 

The most recent communication enhancement 
is the addition of secure messaging to the NYSTRS 
website in 2014. For security purposes, e-mail in-
quiries and responses communicate only general in-
formation, but secure messaging allows staff to con-
vey personal information with the member online.

The ICC has 20 information representatives who 
handle a wide range of member interactions, in-
cluding phone calls, written correspondence, con-
sultations and benefit presentations, Rezny said. “It 
isn’t different people doing all these things. It’s the 
same group of people who are doing this,” he said.

The ICC integrates its e-mails, secure messages 
and calls in one queue. Calls receive priority be-
cause customers expect a quicker response. In 2014, 
the ICC handled 106,000 calls in addition to 3,000 

e-mails and 3,000 secure messages. The average 
speed of answer is 1½ minutes for phone calls and 
three hours for secure messages.

A customer relationship management system 
is an important part of the process, Rezny said. A 
contact history tool enables staff across the NYSTRS 
system to share information about member interac-
tions, so the next employee helping the member has 
access to the background, he said.

NYSTRS crafted templates for e-mail and se-
cure message responses to common questions to 
improve efficiency and maintain quality. “We know 
it’s accurate, punctuated well, spelled correctly and 
grammatically correct, and it’s organized well. Our 
staff can use a template as the core of their response 
and then target the member’s specific questions 
around that,” he said.

Planned enhancements include web chat, 
which would help members with simple questions 

NYSTRS information representatives demonstrate how a video consultation works.
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or with navigating the website. “The 
more simple calls that we’re able to 
handle like this, the more time we get 
to explore more complex issues that 
members really need to speak about 
with us one on one,” Rezny said. 

In addition to expanding the ways 
members can interact with NYSTRS 
staff, the fund also has increased the 
number of functions members can per-
form on their own.

Efforts to augment the website’s 
self-service capabilities through a se-
cure, members-only portal dubbed  
MyNYSTRS started in 2007 with the 
addition of an appointment scheduler. 
Members can schedule a benefit con-
sultation or make a reservation online 
to attend a seminar, and one-third of all 
appointments are scheduled online.

Members also can track the progress 
of their retirement application—usu-
ally an eight- to 12-month process—us-
ing the NYSTRS website. They also can  
get benefits estimates, a feature that was 
upgraded in 2014 to allow for multiple 
scenarios instead of just the maximum 

benefit. The site averages 2,200 benefit es-
timates per month using real-time data.

Members can get loan estimates and 
apply online for loans from their con-
tributions to the retirement fund; loan 
applications now average about 725 per 
month. 

Other services include submitting 
prior service claims online, opting to 
receive member newsletters electroni-
cally, viewing and printing tax forms, 
and managing contact information. 
MyNYSTRS also stores Benefit Profiles, 
a member-specific auditing tool that 
includes earnings, a service credit his-
tory, beneficiary information, benefit 
payment descriptions and projections, 
and much more. About 31,000 people 
have converted from paper Profiles to 
the online Profiles, saving the system 
about $20,000 a year in postage alone, 
said John Cardillo, NYSTRS manager of 
public information.

The increased self-service capabili-
ties mean decreased human resource 
costs for the system, and it frees up em-
ployees to do other things, Cardillo said.

In November 2014, NYSTRS intro-
duced a mobile app in response to mem-
bers’ preferences for using their mobile 
devices to go online. Along with a re-
tirement countdown clock, the app dis-
plays website headlines and allows users 
to find consultation sites with a link to 
Google Maps. The app also provides 
phone numbers with specific extensions 
that users can dial directly from the app. 

The app was downloaded about 
1,300 times in the first eight months, 
and NYSTRS expected a summer 2015 
website redesign to increase interest. 
The redesign included optimization 
to make the site more mobile device-
friendly. A refresh of the app coincided 
with the launch of the new website.

NYSTRS also has increased self-ser-
vice functions for employers. The fund 
launched an employer secure area in 
2010 that allows school districts to do 
things like verify membership, register 
new members and access labor reports.

With all of the technology available, 
NYSTRS continues to interact one on 
one with members through its benefit 
consultations, which are 30-minute ses-
sions with individual members near-
ing retirement. Members receive an 
estimate of benefits for the retirement 
dates they’re considering and for other 
service milestones, Rezny said. “That’s 
why the interaction works so well. They 
may come in thinking ‘These are the 
two dates I’m thinking of retiring,’ and 
they may walk out thinking ‘I’m going 
to get another $15,000 a year for the 
rest of my life if I just wait another two 
months.’ ”

In 2014, staff conducted 7,000 ben-
efits consultations, including 1,000 in 
the field, 2,000 in-house and 4,000 by 
video.

The video service is available year-
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round at 24 of the NYSTRS 
field consultation sites, cre-
ating more flexibility to ad-
dress member needs, Rezny 
said. For example, if a school 
district has introduced a re-
tirement incentive, staff can 
meet an unexpected surge in 
demand for consultations in 
that district by quickly add-
ing more video consultation 
dates in the area. “We won’t 
have to worry about how we 
are going to arrange to have 
an information representa-
tive who has something else 
scheduled make a trip across 
the state.”

Information representa-
tives run the video equipment 
remotely, so all the member 
has to do is show up at the 
scheduled time. The equip-
ment typically is housed in a private room in a school ad-
ministration building. Each video consultation room has a 
fax machine so members can walk away with a copy of their 
benefit estimate in hand.

NYSTRS is exploring using distance learning equipment 
for the service and is already doing so at several sites. The 
fund also is looking at whether enabling members to use 
home computers or mobile devices for the consultation is a 
viable option. The additional avenues would increase flex-
ibility, but NYSTRS doesn’t want to sacrifice audio or video 
quality, Rezny explained.

With all of the additional communication channels 
opened over the years, NYSTRS has learned that opening a 
new communication channel doesn’t stop demand for the 
other methods, Rezny said. For example, although secure 

messaging became available last year, the number of e-mail 
contacts remained steady.

“We love it. We want the inquiries to keep coming because 
our job in the ICC is to make sure that members can make 
well-educated decisions about their retirement benefits,” 
Rezny said. 

by | Kathy Bergstrom, CEBS
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Revamped Retirement 
Workshops Geared  
Toward All
NYSTRS information representatives also interact with members 
through new member benefits orientations, general benefit pre-
sentations and Pension & Retirement Education Program (PREP) 
seminars. In 2014, those sessions attracted 6,000 attendees.

NYSTRS has offered preretirement planning workshops since 
1987, but attendance was declining. The fund wanted to reach 
more midcareer members, Rezny said. “Like many other systems, 
it was challenging for us to get younger members to focus on 
benefits.”

The fund rebranded the workshops as PREP in 2010 and—using 
the tagline “It’s never too early or too late to prepare for your 
future”—encouraged all members to attend.

The revamped seminars are split into two parts. Modules 
designed for all members and including an overview of NYSTRS 
benefits, financial planning, Social Security and estate planning 
are offered in the morning.

The afternoon session is geared more toward those nearing retire-
ment and includes information about the nonfinancial aspects 
of retirement, such as staying active and healthy, relationships, 
options for filing for retirement and retirement income.

“The a.m. modules are designed for all members,” Rezny said. 
“Someone could come for an hour and a half and learn everything 
and have the rest of the day to go home or go back to school. 
If they want to stay, they can spend more time and learn about 
financial planning and Social Security.”

Attendance has improved from about 71% of seats filled in 2009 
to 99%. Most attendees are in their 50s, but the seminars are 
attracting younger members too, particularly those in their 40s.

Ed Rezny

John Cardillo
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